
Spooky, Great Fun In The City
Not one, not two, but THREE hauntings were on tap in the Windy
City Friday night.  It was soooooooo cool… (so maybe not the
hour long wait in the line that never moved that went on and
on my friends) but even that did not damper my excitement.

First stop was the Ditka Dome for the Haunted Mansion and
Asylum.  Our group of six was divided in half and Mare, Derek,
and I went in second.  This was more focused on the jump out
and scare you approach… been there done that, but it was still
fun.  A 12′ man on roller blades was interesting.  As we made
our way through, I was once again amazed that the inhabitants
kept saying my name.

We  then  made  our  way  to  Eleventh  Hour  where  we  had  VIP
tickets.  There were four attractions in one: a corn maze
(nothing special), and a three segment haunted house.  Even
outside the haunted house, we were entertained by actors being
pused in wheelchairs and a crazy British woman giving orders
who was unwilling or unable to take a photo of another couple
who braved the terror.  The haunted house was really amazing,
full of actual scenes in which the actors stayed in character
the entire time.  I enjoyed the “Sweeney Todd”esque character
who greeted us with a history of the house.  The stairs then
lifted a la the Munster case without Spot the fire breathing
dragon.  Also inside was the much mentioned little screaming
girl, a walk in freezer, a live rock band, a very disorienting
maze, and an elevator of doom.

Our final stop was Evil Intentions.  The story line for this
one had to do with an old coffin factory (if memory serves
that was the actual location… was it not?)  This was the spot
for the dreaded wait of doom.  When we finally got in, we were
all placed in separate coffins before being led through the
terror.  A locker room separation, a crawl through vents (I
was half expecting a creep to come at us), and by the middle
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of the haunt, 4 of us had been led away leaving Chris and I by
ourselves and eventually being required to sing a song to
leave the haunt.

If I had to choose, I would say that Eleventh Hour was the
scariest  house  of  horrors  because  the  whole  thing  was  so
elaborate that we all could tell that so much time had been
put into the extravaganza.  Evil Intentions minus the wait was
very cool, too.  And while not as memorable, I’m glad we went
through the Haunted Mansion and Asylum.  A frightfully good
time with ghoulishly cool friends.

In  The  Eleventh  Hour,  Evil
Intentions In The Basement Of
The Dead
As you may have read in my previous post, we took a trip to
Illinois  to  visit  with   family  and  also  tour  the  area’s
haunted  houses.   Well,  I’m  done  whining  about  my  painful
mouth, so  here’s a run-down of the fun parts:

Got to visit with lots of family in the short time we were
there.  We had nice visits with one of my husband’s father’s
only living blood relatives, his niece Lilly.  Lilly is a
really sweet person who  has been going through a few tough
life experiences lately.  We don’t get to see her often, so it
was great to see her on  Saturday.  We hope to be able to get
her out to Ohio for a visit soon!  We stopped by my mother-in-
law’s house where we also got to see my husband’s sister and
her family.  Our kids had a ball playing with each other;
there are 7 of them altogether!  After that, we also got to
see where my Grandpa moved; it’s a very nice place with a cute
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little main street area for visiting, complete with ice cream
shop.  We discussed the Chicago Bears (no comment as of the
game’s unfortunate status right now in the 2nd quarter – poor
hubby!) with my grandpa and told my grandparents of things
like the kids’ awesome grades at school.  Afterward, we had a
really great 40th wedding anniversary for my parents at my
sister’s house.  The kids had such a great time that they 
refused to leave – literally.  My sister’s family had to
literally lock out my kids, which was slightly embarrassing,
but mostly just a humorous result of their incredible come
down from their awesomely fun weekend – also known as a fun-
down.

The family stuff was Saturday, so Friday night we were lucky
enough to be joined by 4 friends (3 all the way from Ohio!)
for some haunted house fun!  We went all over the ‘burbs, with
a goal to complete a huge square if you plotted our stops on a
map.  Because of an hour-long line in a cramped basement
tunnel in Elgin, we did not make it to the Aurora stop, but we
cajoled my mom (even though it was her anniversary party) into
watching all 6 kids on Saturday so we (along with fellow
tangenteer  derek  who  made  the  drive  south  for  the  second
consecutive  night)  could  go  to  the  haunted  house  with  my
sister and her husband, who hadn’t been to a haunted house in
probably about a decade – FUN!  Here is a run-down / rating of
the Illinois haunted houses –  haven’t made it to any Ohio
ones this year, don’t know that there will be time for that!

Haunted Mansion and Asylum 13 – Bolingbrook IL – Saving the
best for last would mean the worst is first, right?  This
haunted house was definitely the worst of the lot.  It had
lots of actors, not much else.  Average costumes, not much
scenery,  blasting  music  not  relevant  to  the  theme  of  the
haunted house…  the only noteworthy and the most enjoyable
part of the entire thing were the live chickens in the ‘crazy
hicks’ scene.  Seeing Drew Peterson’s house in Bolingbrook
might have been creepier.  Grade: C-
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Eleventh Hour – Elk Grove Village IL – This haunted house is
located at Berthold’s, a family-owned plant nursery and is
actually  4 attractions in one.  The corn maze is small but
succeeded in losing us, even if for a short time.  The haunted
house was actually a string of 3, but it wasn’t really clear
when one ended and another began.  Eleventh Hour had some
really cool haunted house concepts, along with the obligatory
chainsaw guy and spinning tunnel to walk through.  The scenery
was  REALLY  cool,  complete  with  (SPOILER  ALERT!!!)  moving
staircase  and  refrigerator  door  that  both  actually  became
passages to walk through!  And, they had a live zombie band
performing in a separate room while we viewed them through
little windows –  now that is something I haven’t seen in a
haunted house before.  A very cool haunted house, and without
all  the  same  old  tiresome  gore.   Prize  moment  when  an
extremely creepy little girl made my husband scream like a… 
well, that seems like a mean thing to say about a guy who’s
been doing nothing but wonderful things to help out during my
illness.  It was hilarious, that’s all I’m going to say. 
Grade: B+

Evil Intentions – Elgin IL – This one also had a few very
unique fright concepts, but they really need to work on the
wait time –  we waiting in a dingy narrow basement hallway for
over an hour!  After that, they separated our group of 3 guys
and 3 girls into individuals and put us each into a casket! 
Mary and I  lucked out and got to share one since there were 6
in our group and only 5 caskets, but it was still terrifying
knowing that they were probably going to do something sudden
and scary to us in the casket.  SPOILER ALERT!  They pretended
to show us a movie on a screen in the casket, but the screen
went to colored bars and made the high-pitched beeping noise,
which was creepy, but that’s all that happened.  They really
should have lengthened the movie or banged on the casket or
something, anything.  This, like a few of the other concepts
in this haunted house, really needs to be better developed in
order to heighten the fear factor.    You take a bunch of
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people and put them in a haunted house with only 5 caskets for
them to queue thru, and of course you’re going to have a huge
long wait to get in.  The makeup in here was average, there
seemed to be a relatively low number of actors (all of whom
seemed to have the same mannerism of getting right up in your
face  –  how  many  times  can  that  be  scary?),  and  I  would
consider the scenery downright bare – they definitely could
have highlighted the building’s casket company history in the
scenery as well as they did in their marketing.  The guide
ghouls  are  particularly  fond  of  separating  the  groups  of
patrons, especially isolating the women from their men, a
concept I sort of hated and also really enjoyed at the same
time – it was weird.  If I factor in the wait time for this
one, you don’t want to know the rating, so we’ll just pretend
I’m rating this as if I walked right in like I did in the
previous two rated houses.  Grade (not including wait time):
C+/B- (hard to forget that awful wait time!)

Basement of the Dead – Aurora IL – Because we had to wait an
hour for Elgin on Friday night, this one had closed and we
didn’t make it.  But as I said earlier, my mom, dad, and uncle
graciously  agreed  to  watch  the  little  ones  so   that  us
sisters,  hubbies,  and  a  friend  could  venture  to  downtown
Aurora – a frightening experience in itself, haha.  Seeing the
line outside was daunting, and one character said the wait
would be at least an hour.  We were about to leave since my
brother-in-law  had  just  come  off  a  double  work  shift  and
hadn’t  slept  in  36  hours,  when  intrigued  by  the  totally
awesome looking makeup on the characters wandering outside, my
husband inquired about the wait time at the ticket window.  We
took the gamble, and it paid off when we were admitted after
only about 15 minutes.  During our stay in line, we were
entertained by a few of the haunted house escapees; including
a  super-tall,  slow  moving  dude  who  had  a  habit  of  very
creepily and slowly inhaling the scents of patrons of his
choosing.  The guy’s build kind of reminded me of an Ohio
friend, but I won’t mention who, even though I know he’s not a
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reader of my blog.  There was a KISS rocker meets clown guy
who  succeeded  at  making  his  makeup  and  mannerisms  really
creepy also, and a blank face guy (a nylon stocking on his
face, I would guess?), and a guy who moved quickly through the
bushes on all fours, kind of like an ape.  When it was our
turn to go in, the scary clown slob manning the door burped
and blew it in my face which was not scary, just stupid and
rude, and if I get his H1N1, I will consider a lawsuit. 
Kidding, but it was still gross.  He made me go first into the
haunted house.  Whatever, I would just let my husband ahead of
me when we got in the door anyway, except that when I got in
the haunted house, they shut the door on me and someone came
running up and told me to go through it alone.  I flat out
refused – I’m not going to PAY to do something I don’t want to
do, and they reluctantly let in the rest of our group.  Sorry
I foiled their plan, but I would not enjoy the experience
alone; that’s not really my thing.  It was fun to see my
sister and her husband in the haunted house since they hadn’t
been in one in years, but we quickly lost them in the dark
mazes and didn’t bother trying to find them.  We figured they
wanted to hang back and enjoy the startles they would get if
they weren’t so close to us.  When  we got back outside, we
waited and waited, but two groups emerged before the rest of
our group, and when they came out, my sister was white as a
ghost.  Hilarious, and I  think they had fun – most people can
benefit from venturing into a haunted house once in awhile,
especially parents who can go without their kids – it’s nice
to just have only yourself to worry about for a little bit � 
The makeup in this one was stellar, best I’ve ever seen. 
Scenery was good, if a little dark for my taste since it was
difficult to see some of the blood and guts.  Also a few good
animatronics and lots of blood and gore, which was actually a
a change of pace from the others we’ve seen this year.  Grade:
A


